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Summer schedule-recalled
Some at UCF complain that cover quote was insensitive
by Alan Byrd
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
would ha,·e been lost.
'I11is. in turn, h:1s
enabled u~ to offer a
more exlcnsi\'e
schedule of regular
classes - about onequarter larger than in
either of the past two
summer sessions.

Dear Prospccth·c
Summer Students:

·me

Unh·ersity of
Central Florida's
action-backed ·
commitment to help
students make
timely progrrss
towards completion
of their education
will be apparent this summer to
anyone who chooses to :;oak up
some knowledge, instead of just
~un. '111' ·
·'
•n the

'11ie enriched class
schedule affords expanded
opportunities for accomplishing
individual <.'<iucational goals. I
invite )W
·11 at UCF this

Athletics·overhauled
in proposed move
I-A will enhance the university,
athletics, and other sports. There
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
is evidence that people who beMany people have never come interested in athletics will
heard of schools such as also become interested in acaGardner-Webb, Nicholls State · demics. People's attention will
or Liberty. Judging by atten- be drawn to athletics and UCF
dance at UCF football games, will become a better - known
most students have not. But, school."
The move, when completed,
how about Georgia Tech, Louiswill raise the Athletic
ville or Purdue?
These are teams the UCF Department's budget by $1.95
football team will be playing if million by 1996. Where will this
the recommendation to move to money come from and how will
Divisiol).1-AbytheAdHocCom- the students ofUCF be affected
mittee to study the Divisional by this move?
T h e
statusofUCF
first assumpfootball is aption by most
proved.
students is the
L a s t
in a series of four
athletic fee will
month the
committee,
articles on the UCF be raised. Currently, stuchaired by
pay
B 1 1 1 Athletics Department dents
$2.50 million
Callarman,
the UCF representative to the of the athletic budget. Ifthe budNCAA, proposed UCF football get stays on the planned track,
should move to Division I-A by only $181,000 of the $1.95 mil1996. Included in the proposal lion needed will come from athis the hiring of a new athletic letic fees.
"There are four main ways to
director, sports information personnel and a women's coordina- increase the revenue, and the
tor. The move would also in- athletic fee will only be a minor
clude raising scholarships in all increase," Callarman said. "The
sports to the NCAA level and two major increases will be in
making women's sports equal boosters and ticket sales. Game
to men's in administration, guarantees will also increase."
According to the proposed
travel and recruiting.
While the move to Division I- budget for 1992-93 through
A will cost more, Callarman said 1996-97, the amount raised by
the effects are worth the cost. ticket sales will increase from
"We have reached as far as we $550,000, proposed this year, to
can go with division I-AA," $1.26millionin1996. The money
Callarman said.
"The competition in Division
ATHIETICS continued page 3

'In response to accusations
of possible insensitivity to minority issues, UCF's administration recalled and reprinted
the summer class schedule.
A letter on the schedule
cover from UCF President
John Hitt included what some
students and groups saw as an
insensitive remark. The
phrase "Work on your future
this summer, notjustyourtan"

appeared over Hitt's picutre
on the cover.
"It needed to be recalled,"
said Valerie King, the interim
director of the Office of Minority Affairs. "It contained a degree of insensitivity. I commend the president on the
quick action and I think 'it was
handled quite well."
Dean McFall, director of
public affairs, said the reprint
will cost the university $1,100.
The money will be taken out of
the Registrar's b~dget.

The cover went through
a number of administrative
departments before its publication, so no one individual
or office was responsible for
it.
"I have to share some of
the responsibility," McFall
said of the release of the
cover.
As soon as the matter was
brought to Hitt's attention,
it was acted upon immediCOVER continued page 3

- UCF KNIGHTS' QUEST?

by Alan Byrd

PART THREE

AnOrlando Rotarian talks with representatives of UCF clubs and organizations
during Tuesday's 'Knights Roundtable' meeting to present a fundraising opportunity that might help local Cystic Fibrosis victim. (0eHoog1FuruRE>

.Police discover money-making scam
Often, investors lose their said Randy Mingo, UCF s crime
money in pyramid schemes prevention officer.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
when they are unable to recruit
Police say they have received
several complaints from UCF
Police are investigating re- additional members.
This type of marketing
students about the scheme.
ports of a money-making scam
plan is illegal under
They have all been solicatUCF.
LI
ited to join the pyramid.
According to police, the ille- Florida's gambling
0¢1--:~P'
The scam may have
gal scheme is commonly called a laws. State law forbids
started in Greek Park,
pyramid. When someone orga- the sale of anything ~~/) ~~,
\__
Mingosaid. "We believe
nizes a pyramid, he recruits not considered goods
,l?:. , ,,., people from a lot of the
members, who each pay him to or services.
Police say the pyra- ~J. 0 ~ sororities and fratemijoin the group. Each of the new
ties are involved."
members recruits more mem- mid operating at UCF
has
two
levelsofinvestment,
According to police,
bers, usually five or six. Each of
-one
for
$500
and
another
for
pyramid
schemes are uncomthese newest members pays his
mon at UCF. "This is the first
recruiter to join, leaving the one $100.
"Some people at the top are time I've ever heard of one out
who recruited him with a profit.
The process continues growing getting rich, but it's the people here [UCFJ," Sgt. Troy
at the bottom who are hurting," Williamson said.
in this way.
by Mark Schlueb
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We invite you to find out more about what the resurrection of Jesus
Christ means to the following faculty ... and what it can mean to gou.
For more information about the historical reliability of the resurrection
of Jesus Christ, we can make available to you an article by the noted
author and lecturer John McDowell. Please ask one of us about it, or
one will be sent to you if you send a self-addressed, stamped envelope
to: UCF Christian Faculty, 10863 Kai Road, Orlando FL 32817.
Joby M. Anthony
Stanley M. Atkinson
Issa Batarseh
Ashmun N. Brown
Douglas K. Brumbaugh
John M. Cheney
Christos Christodoulou
Ronnie J. Oayton
Thomas G. Evans

Terry J. Frederick
Homer C. Gerber
Newton D. Gregg
Robert D. Kersten
Jan W. Lindholm
Bruce E. Mathews
James D. McBrayer
Wasfy B. Mikhael
Richard N. Miller

Ben B. Morgan
M. "Ash"· Myers
William E. Queen
C. Peter Rautenstrauch
Marilyn P. Salter
John H. Salter
Howard Sherwood
Michael D. Taylor
David A. Workman

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
'

•
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Rollins College reports theft similar to crimes at UCF
•

crimes," Mingo said .
In other police news:
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
•A thief hid amid shelves of books
Police believe the man responsible at the library last week, waiting to
for several office thefts has moved off steal money from women's purses.
campus.
According to police reports, Jennifer
•
AccordingtoCrimePrevention
Newland, 18, was studying at a
Officer Randy Mingo, Rollins O~{~ third-floor library cubicle March
College reported a theft similar 4-.~~:Jjt;, \f' 30.
tothosethattookplaceatUCF.
~ '·''
... "'
At about 11:20 a.m., she
An office worker at Rollins
~~- ·
stepped away for a minute.
disco~er~d a man, matching the "1~.
When she returned, her purse
descnption of the UCF thief, in .,.....,, O~~ had disappear'ed.
• an office. When the worker quesLater, at about 9:25 p.m.,
tioned the man, he said he was lookMaynav Katz, 21, was studying
ing for a student.
on the library's second floor. .
Officials later discovered money
Katz went to the restroom and when
missing from the office and the student she returned a few minutes later she
to be non-existent.
discovered her wallet'missingfro~ her
"We think the publicity the crimes purse.
here at UCF received made the thief
Victoria Carleson left her purse at
moveovertoRollins. We've also warned her third-floor library cubicle while
Valencia [Community College] of the she used the copy machine at about
19
by Mark Schlueb

.r

UCF athletics

Proj. Budgets - Total Athl.etic Dept.

considers move

Div. I-AA

Div. I-A

ATHLETICS

6

FROM PAGE 1
will come from playing well-known
teams. A game against FSU has been
announced for 1995, and a series is in the
. planning stages against Georgia Tech.
The Athletic Department is planning
on those games selling out. To move to
Division I-A, UCF must average·17,000
fans per game in one of the four years
prior to the move. Last season, the
Knights averaged 8,992 per game. A sellout of the Florida State game in the
70,000 seat Citrus Bowl would give UCF
the requirement.
With an increase in notoriety around
town, the boosters are also looking for a
raise in their program.
_''This area accepts nothing less than
Division I-A," said Charles Gesino, UCF's
assistant athletic director of marketing
promotions and public relations. "The
move_ will create more demand and encourage people to give money. It is proven once the athletics improve, so does the
funding."
The proposed budget assumes the
move will raise the amount boosters collect from $200,000 to $720,289by1995.
Along with the note>riety created in
the public sector by the change in divisions, UCF would be a more soughtafter team to play against. This would
mean a raise in the guarantees UCF gets
for playing a game at another team's
stadium. At the current level, the football team only receives $25,000 for the
season. With the move, game guaran-

7:15 p.m. the next evening.
A bank envelope holding her money
was gone when she returned for more
change.
About half an hour later, Patricia
Sanderson, 19, walked out of the library then realized she had left her
purse at a cubicle. Someone had stolen
the purse before she could return.
• Police and firefighters put out a
car fire last week.
Officer Michael McCarthy responded
to a report of a flaming car inthe dirt
parking lot near the soccer field March
29.
When McCarthy arrived, he found
the interior of a burgundy 1968 Ford
Mustang engulfed in flames.
McCarthy broke out two windows to
gain access to the locked car. According
to reports, he sprayed the fjre with an
extinguisher until Orange County Fire
fighters doused the flames.
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. . Football

tees would rise to $900,000 in 1996, just
because they are in Division I-A
Aside from the budget, the committee has proposed a timetable for the
move and the steps to take. In 1992-93,
the committee would like to hold a
series oftown meetings to answer questions about the move, hire a new athletic director and begin marketing stud.
ies and planning for the move.
In the 1993-94 year, the committee
would like to hire a women's coordinator
and a director of Knights Booster's. It
would also like to compete for the Division I-AA championship.
The following year, 1994-95 is expected to be a relatively slow year. Duringthis time, marketing would continue,

~

All Other Sports

scholarships would be added and a conference affiliation would be perused. By
the time of the move, the 1996-97 season,
-they hope~to have completed the scholarshipandcoachesaddition to women's sports.
Last season, Arkansas State completed
a move to Division I-A According to Jeny
Schaeffer, the sports information director
at Arkansas State, the move was nothing
but positive.
'There was an unreal difference in the
media attention we got," Schaeffer said.
"You start to get included with all the big
guys, even-though you may not be playing
with them."
Arkansas State added women sports, an
extra football coach and 20 scholarships to
their athletic program.

Announcements
WUCF·FM Wants You
WUCF-Fm 89.9 is looking for news
and sports writers, reporters and anchors. If you are interested in news call
Trace Trylko for sports call Robert
Devore 823-2444.

Cheerleading Tryouts
Tryouts for the 1993-94 cheerleading
squad will be taking place at 4:30 p.m.
today in the Education Building gym. For
more information call Linda Gooch at
823-2143.

Travel Abroad This Summer
If you wouk::f like to travel this summer,
why not travel in Italy? Information on the
1993 Summer Study Program in Italy is
available from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
April 13 in the Student Center Organizational Lounge. A short video about Italy

will be shown and a question session will
follow. If you are unable to attend the
meeting, but would like information, call
Dr. Anthony Cervone, Director of the Italy
Program at 823-2472 or 671-7942.

Travel and Eam Credit
Spend five intensive weeks of study in
Jena, Germany, one of the cultural centers of the former east Germany and return with eight semester credits in German. Courses are offered at beginning,
intermediate and advanced levels. the
dates are July 5 through August 6. The
cost is around $2, 000 and the deadfine for
applications is May 10. If you are interested in traveling to Germany, please
contact Dr. Finley Taylor, Department of
Foreign Languages and Literatures, at
823-3227 or 823-2472.

The Management Club
Attention management facility ·and students. Here is a chance to meet your
faculty outside their environment and have
fun. We will be having a picnic from 3:00
p.m. to 7:00 p.m., Friday, at Lake Claire.
There will be refreshments, softball, volleyball and many more fun activities. The
picnic is open to all.

Collegiate Music Educators
The Collegiate Music Educators will be
having a student recital at 8:00 p.m. April
14 in the Rehearsal Hall Building. The
recital will feature vocn:ists and all types of
musicians. The recital is free and open to
all of the public.

UCF Dive Club
The UCF Dive Club is taking atrip to scuba
dive off the reefs and shipwrecks off West

3

Controversy
rises over cover
COVER
FROM PAGE 1
ately.
"In the president's position as
a leader, he is expected to react in
the best interests of the university," UCF Registrar John Bush
said. "I think he did."
- Bush said the money is insignificant because UCFis trying to
attract more minorities and it is
in the school's b.est interests not
to damage any efforts that might
increase a diverse student body.
In many cases, the departments and colleges continued to
use the existing schedule, opting
to tear the covers off the older
schedules before receiving the
newer copies.
R. Derrick Thomas, president
of the African American Student
Union, was one of those calling
the president's office to complain
about the cover.
"I think it was right to recall
the schedule," Thomas said. "I
understand he was unaware of
what he did, but for the president
of the university to alienate a
large group of people who don't'
work on their tans and don't want
to - it seems he was catering to
one group."
"It's a sad sort of thing to happen when one of his goals is to
create diversity on the campus,"
Thomas added.
However, not all students were
offended by the remark. Jenab
Bing, editor of the African American Student Union's newsletter
did not see the comment as being
insensitive.
"I didn't take offense because I
didn't see it as offensive," Bing
said. "Some people tried to explain it to me and I still didn't get
it."
Anthony Pelt's first response
to the quote was to laugh.
Pelt, also an African-American, is graduating this semester
with a masters in public administration and is finishing up a
thesis addressing the problems
of racially motivated policy in the
educational system.
Hesaidthat, while some might
find the statement offensive,
"that's not the first thing that
pops into my mind. But my mind
doesn't work that way."

Palm Beach on April 18. To join the club
and for more information call Andrew
Ratliff, president at 382-8007. The club
will also be having a meeting from 4:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. April 13 in the Student
Center Room 214. UCF Dive Club will
be having a party on April 24 for its
members and anyone interested on
scuba diving. The party will be from
noon to 5:00 p.m. at Moss park and will
include food, beverages and water
sports.

Administration Reception
Dr. Weooell Lawtherwill be retumirgto the
faculty of the Department of Public Admnistration in the Fallin 1993. Please join us in
hoooring Dr. Lawther's contritutions as
Associate Dean of the College of Health
and Public Affair, 1990-1993. The reception will be at 4:00 p.m. Apiil 14 in the
President's Oiling Room at UCF.

.
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AWESOME ADVENTURE

DISPLAY YOUR
ACHIEVEMENT ~~~~~:;:
Last

Next Week

••

Submerse at the ancient ruins of Tikal
Stepback to the XVI Centmy visiting
Oaxaca, San Christobal and Antigua
Climb the Pacaya Volcano
Treck the Jungle

0

AND

MEXJco & GuATEMAIA 17 DAYS Prucr: $1,364
GUATEMAIA 7 DAYS PRICE: $84 7
DEPARTURFS MAY 10, 2 7, ]UNE 1 7, ]ULY 6
.

SAVE

Information 363-0794 [Juan]
Reservations STRR TOURS 290-5159

$25 OFF ALL lOK RINGS
$50 OFF ALL 14K RINGS
$100 OFF ALL 18K RINGS

·····.· ··: t .. .
;~::;(

.·

· .;..

JIRT(!lRVED
·

*Bring this coupon*
Receive an ADDITIONAL

$25 OFF

_____________________________

the sale price of any style
ArtCarved College Ring
*Coupon must be presented at time of order.

DATE: April 12th -April 15th

.:::::::::

Offer Expires June 30, 1993.

TIME: 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

.COl.ONIAL RF.A MARKET
11500 E. COLONIAL DR (E. HWY. 50)

$15.00 Deposit Required

LOCATION: The University Bookstore

.

Across the road from the
"FRAT HOUSE"

••EJ[ii

NOW OPEN FRIDAY NOON TO 8 PM
SAT & SUN 8 AM • 5 PM
Everyone can sell!
Spaces from just $2.00 for Garage Sales
550 PAVED & COVERED SPACES
(407) 380-8888 or (407) 679-8705

NORB KOLB, MGR.

..

~A._ .-

Arbour Village Apartn1ents

Arbour Village ... Nature'~· Beauty Surrounds You.

All Ne"" Sho""!

ALTERNATIVE
LASER STATIC
The best in alternative music takes to the cosmos
thanks to the help of WXXL's Surfer Dave
Every Friday Night • Co~t $5.oo.
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static
Midnight - RUSH
Every Saturday Night • Cos~ $5.00
9:00 p.m. - RUSH
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static .
Midnight - PINK FLOYD - The Wall
Seating is limited and on a first-come, first-served basis
prices and shows subiect to change without notice.
~

Sponsored by The Orlando Sentinel

~~~t~ Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium

''~~'\
C

810 E. Rollins Street• Orl~ndo, FL 328~3 • 407-896-7151
Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East on left m Loch Haven Park.

The freshness of counrr;r living .~vith the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.

• 2 laundry facilities
· • 2 swim.ming pools

• Professional managemenr
•Exercise Room

• Oversized walk-in closets
·
.Small pets accepted
• Volleyb;ill/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

,,

•

11600 MacKay ~ulevard • Orla..1do, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

•
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GREEK CORNER

April 8, 1993

All campus fellowship at Fellowship of
Christian Athletes Thurs. 7:00pm

2 br 2 ba townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. AvaJlable now $450
David 249-2865.

Scuba!!! UCF Dive Club meeting Tue.
4113 in SC214 @4-6pm. For info call
Andrew@ 382-8007. W. Palm trip 4/10

Attractive 2 bedroom apt. walk to UCF
$420.00 a month 363-5636.

wosc.

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Pledges, good job w/paddle night. Big
bro appreciation tomorrow night. Sat. is
our community service Easter egg hunt.
Happy 20th Jo mama. Proud to be a
Deltasigl!!

ROOMMATES

DELTA TAU DELTA
THANKS TO LADIES OF M"
FOR SUCCESSFUL CAR WASH
AND BLOCK PARTY II!!
TODAY SOFTBALL AT 5&FLOOR
HOCKEY AT 10:40 \'S. FIJI!!

Grad student seeks responsible roommate, townhouse-halfway between UCF
& Rollins, $250/mo. 407-078-4667.
FINS needed own bdm\lbath to share
w/cc:.Jp:.a. $1951mo. + 113 utilities.
282-9216.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Aaron are you don~ working o~ it yet. FINS wanted to share beautifully
Curly thanks for finally showing up. furnished 212 apt w/d, ceiling fans, vaultMar~ ...who? Vjoocty ·catch the shoe , ed ceilings $270 plus 1/2 utilities call
next time! Fob nice arm! Isaac congrats Susan 678-4788 available now.
on 52 seconds! Dean just sign the
letters! Who stole the pie sign! No meet- I
·
ing Sunday. Don't forget to take off next 3/2 Stillwater 4 mi from UCF. Jun-Dec1
weekend. Happy Easter to all except n/s ladies $215 + 1/3 util ideal for grad
Murray.......................... no BM's
· senior call 365-8276.

I

1yr. bedroom set. $600. 671-9950.
1985 Honda Accord-LX, auto trans.
4-door w/luggage rack, includes ale am/
fm cassette radio, great condition $3000
or best offer. 275-8194.
Yamaha receiver $215 pair Industrial
speakers $215 366-0194.

N/S female to share quiet 312 house 10
min. from UCF. wld dw 380-3673.

AUTOS

Greeks & Clubs raise a cool $1000 in
just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! No obligation. No
"cost. You also get a free headphone
radio just for calling. 1-800-950-1037,
ext. 25.

Female N/S May 1 $240 + 1/2 Alafaya
Tr. 2 miles from UCF call Karin
381-4071.

1989 Dodge Daytona. Great condition.
$4125. Call Tami; 671-9950.

AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
SC 211.

•

FOR SALE

NSF to share a house 5 m~es from
UCF wld pool tv must be dog friendly
$240 + 1/3 util. 365-6358.

CLUB INFO

•·

Cruise ships now hiring-earn $2000+/
month & world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No
Bed rm/bath kitchen priv. 1/3 util. cable . experience necessary. For employaccess grad or senior pref. no smoking
ment program call 1-206-034-0468 ext.
quiet area pool & tennis aval 7 mi from
UCF $215/mo no deposit call Shirley C5418.
823-5842 or 281-6533 after 2 p room
avail. 5/1/93 appoint.
Help wanted: earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at ho.-ne.
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
dept. FL-307.

Roommate needed immediately
Own upstairs bedrm with sink and 2
closets. $170/mo. utils. extra.-on
Aristotle, across from UCF. Call
Savannah 281-9318.

'92 Mitsubishi Eclipse, burgundy, 5 spd,
ac/am-fm stereo. 17000· miles $1000
and assume payments. Call 671-0125

HELP WANTED
RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

FINS to share 3/2 two miles from school
Returning to school? If you are in an on University 657-1975.
unusual situation and need help or
, International Employment-make
$2000+/month teaching basic
advice, call Gina at 823-2191.
·11 room w/bth $180 mo. Near UCF lmile. ,
conversational English abroad. Japan
281-1732 after 3pm or leave msg.
OUTLANDERS
& Taiwan. No previous training
Bungee Jumping
required. For employment program call
April 19th 8:30 Prl) $18 .
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5418.
Bring your friends, whoever signs
up the most people gets a free
Alaska Summer-Employment-fisheries.
jump! Sign up by April 12th to
Earn $600+/week in canneries or
reserve your jump! Prizes for most
Free Apartment Finding Service
$4000+1month on fishing boats. Free
creative jump! Get warmed up and
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
transportation! Room & board! Male or
signed up let's see what you can
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282
do! Stretch rubber!
female. For employment program call
Call Ted at 384-8682 to sign up!
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5418.
*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 Available for Immediate
MISA
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
Longhorn Steaks
MISA is an organization dedicated to
657-1967
Voted #1 Steakhouse in Atlanta
preparing students for a future in the
9 Straight Years
field of information systems we have Biweekly contract student apartment
Now hiring winners. If you possess
workshops to help improve computer very good rate please call 273-1500.
drive and energy, and want to have
skills and improve your resume.
. fun, we want to talk to you. Bar,
.Employers are increasingly looking for Rooms for rent-summer term-males
and requiring new employees to have only-fraternity house, all utils. included, hostess, servers, kitchen, books. Apply
computer experience. Our MISA ~ffice cable, full kitchen, pool table, games,
in person M-F 8-0 Sat. 9-1
is located in room 362 of the business private bath, $200-300 call for details 3385 S Hwy 1792 next to Horne Depot
administration.
872-0373.

FOR RENT

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

Total apartment or room for rent
summer term-2br, 2ba, wshr, dryr, part
furn. walk to UCF call 380-7803.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Fri. night button down boxers SCA
10-7 open to everyone $2.00
admission or $1. 00 with a canned item.
Sat. night l:AE formal contact Tom
Scott.

FINS needed for May 1 call 678-3779
2bedroom 2bath Heather Glen own
room furnished except your room.

Landscape malnt. helper to service
quality accts. Days & wknds. Apopka/
Longwood area. Honest & good worker, experienced preferred. 290-5906.

Stock brokers/trainees
Chatfield Dean & Co.
Investment bankers
member NASD-SIPC EOE
You'll find probroker training, superb
compensation. You'll be able to earn
great commissions selling corporate
stocks, bonds, tax shelters & mutual
funds. Mr. Mokheri 407-049-3104.

Students build your sales
experience*add to your res1:1me*work
with the Orange County Public School
Board*p/t and flt positions
available*send resume to "The
Adventure Card", P.O. Box 579, Winter
Park, FL 32790 Attn: Chris Hinton.

NEED EXTRA CASH BUT
A FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE?
Large Southside Mailing Company
needs part time production workers.
Unique scheduling system allows you
to design your own schedule weekly.
*All shifts available
*$5.50 an hour
*No exp. necessary
We have a schedule for everyone
call today: 1-800-966-3793
ask for extension 024 S80
call S-S 9a-3p, M-F 7a-9p

SERVICES
Free seminar! Do you want to meet
more women? Not a 900 or dating
service. Call 931-7089 reservation.

Hypnotherapy a way to change

your feeling thoughts or habits,
make them acceptable to you,
positive results guaranteed free
consultation 898-1 01 6

5

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.501658-907 4
Word Processing . Near. UCF.
366-0556
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
COMPUTYPE
All your keyboarding needs
term papers/resumes/transparencies
reasonable prices
dedicated to making you look good
- 677-4889
Term papers & resumes at terrific rates
281-8888 M-S 9-9 dsktop & WP 5.1

LOST&FOUND
Found-ladies watch , found near. Library
on Monday evening, March 29 please
call and identify. Chuck ph#249-2070.

.., ,~

·

TUTOR~

··

Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 629-1932.

OTHER
Win $25 for the pri~ of a stamp send
your funniest jokes or short stories to:
Laughs for $$$
P.O. Box 679053
Orlando. FL 32867
Include check or money order for
$1.50 for the first joke or short story
and $0.50 for each additional. •
Winners announced fortnightly.
Happy 21st Birthday, Savannah!!!

'Ibe Future's Clasmfieds.really.work. Call 823-2602 to place yours.
Looking for businessv
marketing or any
major interested in
earning

A .p

s

B

One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
Call us about our move-in specials

• Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Service
•Washer/ Dryer Available
• Shuttle Buses Available

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Something for those
of you who aren't taking

Kaplan Prep

FOR STUDENTS ONLY
( 407) 365-8388
•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
• Racquetball

money:

•

We've produced more top scores on tests like
the LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all
other courses combined. Which means if you're
not taking Kaplan Prep,™ you may need to take
more than a #2 pencil to the test.

·KAPLAN
THE ANSWER TO THE .TEST QUESTION ·

University Blvd.

273-7111" .

The sky's the limit.
The Central Florida
Future has unlimited
opportunities for advertising representatives.
Payment is made on a
generous commission
basis and the only
requirements are a
positive and motivated
personality. Prior expenence in sales is helpful.
but not required. Call Bill
or Tisha at 823-2602.
The sooner you
start, the sooner
you earn.

•
DIOD
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Should some having
thin skin cost the
rest of us so much?

6

lly Tribune Media Services

·~

)le secret is out.

Due to a series of events
worthy of Geraldds "Now It Can Be Told"
show, thousands ofsummer catalogues were
recalled at a cost of more than a thousand dollars
because some folks here were offended by references to the word "tan."
A notation on the offending summer catalogue
cover invited students to "work on [their] futures.,
not just [their] tans." · My, now that is offensive.
Just as a point of information: Everyone tans,
because skin responds to ultraviolet rays which is
what causes a tan. That being said, let us now
discuss the types of skin that exist. There is thick
skin and there is thin skin.
And then there is a new kind of skin which
seems to be becoming prevalent on UCF's campus:
skin worn inside out so that every possible nerve
can be rubbed and irritated.
That is the kind of skin that is on display by
individuals from special interest groups around
campus in reaction to the great campus summer
course catalogue controversy.
The statement was, admittedly, silly, but most
advertising gimmicks are, and that's all the thing
was - an advertising gimmick, although selfserving. The statement was innocent, innocuous
and never meant to offend anyone.
However, to construe the quote originally printed
on the cover ofthat schedule as racially insensitive
is stretching the bounds of credibility to the absolute breaking point. One needs to be able to see
"insensitivity"justabouteverywhere-hosuehold
cleaning products, food containers or automotive
goods - in order to find the innocuous statement
attributed to President Hitt as being counter to
any ethnic group or·nationality.
Shall we sue Proctor & Gamble to remove all
boxes of Spic 'n' Span from the shelves because it
may demoralize Latinos? Are jars of Claussen
pickles, oblong shaped as they are, inherently
detrimental to a woman's psyche? How about AC
spark plugs? Don't they attack the civil rights of
practitioners of alternative (AC/DC) sexual
lifestyles?
These may seem ridiculous scenarios but, given
the uproar over the catalogue, they do not represent a very great leap in logic.
In his 1991 book "The Content of Our Character," essayist Shelby Steele discussed the temptations for victims to abuse the power of guilt:
The episode surrounding this incident seems a
prime example ofjust such an abuse.
We do not condone nor would we tolerate any
insensitivity on the part of any faction within this
university- be it racially, sexually or religiously
motivated. However, there is a big difference between being sensitive to another's feelings and
coddling a spoiled child.
It is ridiculous that by simply raising the flag of
racism, a few individuals are able to bring the
president and top administrators of a major university to their knees and inconvenience the entire
student body.
We contend that this is an example of coddling
and such an attitude by all parties involved can
only lead to greater abuses in the future.
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It'sbusiness as usual for
politicians at all levels
'

and one for the general election.
And let's face it, if a PAC really wants to give more,
there are always ways for groups such as this t.o get
around the laws.
WHAT'S NEXT ?
We know it and they know it.
However, U.S. Congress members are balking at this
he elections are over,
restriction.
everyone is settlinginro
his or her respective
"fm not someone who believes that PAC contributions
office, and - once again - it arenecessarilyevil,"FloridaRepresentativeJimBacchus
is the same old political song told The Sentinel. What a surprising sentiment, considering he spent more than $800,000 on his campaign, a
and dance.
All last year the voters sizable portion of it PAC-funded.
heard how everyone (and I
Meanwhile, back in Tallahassee, state legislat.ors are
mean EVERYone) was some avoiding cleaning up their own act by Impeding the
lone outsider who was going passage of a bill which would force lobbyists t.o disclose
to ride into the respective fees and stop lawmakers from accepting "campaign ronoffice like Gary Cooper in tributions" while they are on the job (in session).
"High Noon" and clean things
It seems that those against the measures are afraid
up so that the public wouldn't have to worry any longer that such· rules would violate the right of a lobbyist to
about dishonest and disreputable politicians getting privacy.
into public office.
·
However, since it is, apparently, the lobbyists and
Now all the outsiders are inside (ip.cluding those PACs that ultimately decide what our "public servants"
"outsiders" who always were insiders), and guess who do and who they serve, perhaps a bit less privacy might
is having their wishes attended to? That's right: the not be such an awful thing.
lobbyists and special interest groups that have always
After all, it seems that there is one group that is
consistently left out of the process once the votes have
run things.
How do I know this? One look at the newspaper reports been tallied - that is the voters.
Republican John Mica of Winter Park summarizes the
of the past week or so.
On Tuesday, a front-page st.ory in The Orlando Senti- current situation as one of "undo influence." The only
nel announced that "Clinton's pledge ro'reduce campaign thing he forgot was "undue" influence. After all, since it is
contributions may have hit a roadblock: Congress."
the voters who presumably put the candidate in office,
Just in this state, political action committees gave over perhaps they should be given a bit of consideration here
$100,000ro18 of22 of those running political campaigns and there. Just to break the monotony.
The problem is (as it has always been, but more so now)
t.o the tune of $5 million for the recent congressional race
alone. Chief among these "contributors" were the Ameri- that it is damned near impossible to expect a group that
can Medical Association, the Trial Lawyers of America has been gougingitself at the public trough to suddenly go
and BellSouth Telerommunication~.
on a diet.
Now there _a re three upright groups ofoutstanding and
In a quote of almost humorous irony, a White House
selfless individuals.
official t.old The New York Times that the administration
What Clinton wants to do is limit the contributions shouldn't dictate "to the Senate and t.o the House how
that each PAC can make t.o a candidate to $1,000. Now their campaigns shoul.d be run."
that doesn't limit the amount said candidate can take
However, given the fact that this bunch can't clean
from whatever number of PACs exist nor does it mean up their own acts after years of empty promises, perstrictly a grand per person, since each PAC could actually haps it is time that someone step in and do some
donate $3,000- one for the primary, one for any runoffs dictating for them.

Bill Cushing
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1993 Orlavido S~a~espeare Festival,
A Seasovi of La111g~ter
'The Comedy of Errors' mixes the bard with 20th century slapstick
In most of Shakespeare's comedies, one can automatically expect
to watch the mis-identification of characters lead to confusion, which translates into fun for the audience. So
when the bard names a play "The
Comedy of Errors," you know it is
going to be bedlam and mayhem.
Those on campus who know Dr.
Stuart Omans know to expect the
unexpected. So when Omans undertakes the direction of "The Com-~dy of Errors," it promises to be, as
the old song dictates, "a hot time in
the old town tonight."
Those who have read or studied
_ "The Comedy of Errors" may have
noticed its almost direct line to the
vaudeville and slapstick of the 20th
century. With the version currently
playing as a double bill bf comedy for
the latest edition of the Orlando
Shakespeare Festival, the audience
learns soon enough how" slapstick"
this version is.
Opening with light and ancientsounding music directed by UCF
assistant professor Dr. Keith Koons,
the normal parade of con men, snake
charmers and other entertainers
cross the stage but. almost immediately, two characters meet at center
stage and, intheirexchangeofpleasantries, confuse each others hats in
aforeshadowing of the story to come.
To try and summarize the story in
a few sentences is nearly impossible.
Suffice it to say t.hat two sets of
twins, each paired up as master and
servant, who have been separated
since early childhood end up in the Dromio (John Jezior), Courtesan (Lindley Curry) and Antipholus
same town at the same time. Both
(Jim Heisinger) in OSF's 'The Comedy of Errors" (dehoogttuture)
sets have grown up under different
circumstances - one pair in the
town of Ephesus, the other across the sea in Syracuseinfusing their parts with distinctive personalities.
and confusion follows for both the twins and the townsStandouts abound in this version, from the major roles
people in such simple daily routines as getting a husband
on down to some of the minor ones.
home fC?!. _dinn~~· qr conducting a prearranged business
. J~zior _a_~ Dromio of Syracuse blends traditional cometransaction.
dic_techniques with flashes of modem performers into a
Although a light story, the playwright gives us some
riotously cohesive whole. Max Jacobs imparts a sympathings to think about concerning extreme national patriothetic air to Egeon, father of the twoAntipholus brothers,
tism and the foolishness of war.
and Thomas Kelly played the goldsmith Angelo with all the
· In addition, this is one of Shakespeare's more comaplomb of a native of New York's Spanish Harlem.
plex plays, especially in terms of the actors and staging.
One of the smallest roles. that of a local arr:esting
The timing must be flawless, with alternating-twins (as
officer, was given more attention by the comedy skills of
well as wives, friends, et cete~) coming on ·and off stage,
William E. Dobbins, IV.
encountering one another and running into situations that
As a director, Omans managed to combine images
bewilder and puzzle them all as the story progresses.
and traces of the Marx Brothers, the Three Stooges and
The casting was impeccable. James Sheerling and
Cary Grant into his rendition of the play. For those who
Jim Heisinger share the duties as the twin brothers,
enjoy lighthearted comedy, "The Comedy of Errors" will
Antipholus, while Jake Zerjio and John Jezior act out the
deliver one's money's worth.
parts of the respective manservants, Dromio. They each
•bill cushing
looked amazing similar to their counterparts while still
editor in chief

:4s You Uke It' blends traditional with modem for 'pure 'entertainment
The theme for this year's Orlando Shakespeare Festival is
"A Season of laughter," and if Sunday's performance of "As
You Uke It" is indicative of the remainder of the season, the
OSF will have indeed lived up to this theme.
"As You Like It" contains all of the classic
Shakespearean characters and themes: evil Dukes, sibling rivals, minstrels, disguises and fools. The great thing
about director Russell Treyz's production is the modem
language and gestures which pervade the play, ensuring
that even first-time Shakespeare viewers will be able to
follow the story, while remaining faithful enough to the
original manuscript to satisfy purists.
"As You Like It" begins with action, as a wrestling
scene between Oriando and the Duke's champion, Charles,
takes place. This scene is choreographed with outstanding precision and puts the "real" actors of the World
Wrestling Federation to shame.
A true standout is Suzanne O'Donnell as Rosalind, the
daughter of banished Duke Senior who takes on the
disguise of a boy and spends most of the play teasing and
cajoling the unsuspecting Orlando into revealing how

much he longs for his lost love, Rosalind. Though it is
difficult to imagine the slight in stature and stunningly
attractive O'Donnell as anything but female, this actually
adds to the humor of the interactions between Rosalind
and Orlando. I would recom'llend the viewer sit as close
as possible to the stage, so as not to miss the animated
facial expressions O'Donnell uses throughout the show
- they are precious.
But the real show-stealer is Paul J. Kiernan as
Touchstone, the Duke's el own. In most of Shakespeare's
plays the fools and clowns are the most intuitive characters, and in Kiernan' s portrayal of art imitating life, the
same rings true. As the beast of burden for Rosalind and
her cousin Celia turned horny suitor of Audrey, a country
wench, Kieman's abundant ad-Hbbing only enhanced
the show and kept the audience in stitches as he
addressed some unruly children running loose in the
crowd and a passing ambulance.
There is just something alx>ut watching Shakespeare

AS YOU LIKE IT continued page F3
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SHAMROCK
BEVERAGE

GREAT RESUME~''

A

Beer, Wine, Liquor,
Mixers, Cigarettes and Kegs

Coors
Light

99

"I'm still just a sophomore, but when I
graduate I'm going to have more than a
degree. Thanks to UPS I'm going to have
a grL:Jt looi\1r1g rcsumc. too.
"Fortune magazine rated UPS one
of the 'most admired' corporations in
America. Arid I work there. I make
almost $10,000 a year for workir1g ()bout
4 hours a day. ·m even being considered for a promotion. Wouldn't that
look great on my resume: 'Part-time
Supervisor, UPS.' I get my choice of
working mornings, afternoons, or
nights. I chose to work in Operations.
Some students are in Accounting,
Industrial Engineering, l.S. and Customer Service.

•

Specials Good
Thru 4/ 14/93

6 pack
cans
•

Copenhagen (roll) $2.50

1

<-

"It's tough to graduate at the head of
the class. But if you want to graduate
ahead itl the job market. just have UPS
at-the top of your resume."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS .is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

Located RIGHT ACROSS
FQOM UCF in between
12223 University Blvd.
l<inko's and
UCF.Credit Union
823-9370

• ListeninQ to the Whlsoers· Is a show of unique focus and format
that will Involve many subjects from human potential growth
movement, psychology and self help to metaphysics. Our show
will air every Saturday on 1440 AM CNN/WPRD from 5 PM to 6 PM.
We have many expert guests. locally and nationally. Dr. Dee Pak
Chopra. Professor Arnold Keryserllng. and Wayne Dyer.
Some of our subjects will entail:
• Co-dependency
• Sexuality
·Astronomy
·Homeopathic
Medicine

• Meditation
• Earth Chonges
•UFO Investigations
*Addictive
Personalities

• Color Therapy
• Women's Role
•Healing the
Inner Child

Our special host. Dr. Dragton. will guide you through these
powerfUI subjects. Come Join us as we venture through life With a
program that wlll excite, Inform. educate and entertain you.
·ustenlng to the Whispers· will open doors In other dimensions
and thoughts through this magical process called Jira.
Call (407) 671-3631

I * I WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

~

UPS DEU!VERS EDUCAT'filJN

at E. Michigan St. and S. Conway
a Walk- In Medical Clinic

PROFESSIONAL PERSONALIZED CARE

Debra J. Adkins, MD

• General Practice
•Workers Compensation

GYNEXAM

•GYN

$40.00

• Physical Examinations
• Minor Emergencies
•All Ages

Monday- Friday

9:00 AM - 2:00 PM

Psychic Today
available

Astrologers and Psychics 4PM to 5Pm every Saturday

~@Ji1Q
Call for your future
299- NEWS
Sponsored Bv Enchanted Herbs and Oils

MARINER'S MEDICAL CENT-E R

~li~,~~ -6 PM

...

380 9223
-

Conwav

s

.

The patient or other per.;on responsible for payment has a right 10 refuse
to pay or cancel payment for any otlwr ~crvices, exam or treatment
performed as a result of and within 72 hour.; of responding to this
advertisem.111.
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l 0% Off with this ad

any regular menu
item with UCF ID
including students,
faculty and staff

•

·SUBS • SALADS ·PIZZA

offer expires 4130193

g~
]

Alafaya and 50
Near
Blockbuster
381-1003

I LUNCHEON SPECIAL I
2 Large Slices of Cheese

•

Pizza and soft drink $2.85
Free refill
Free delivery with $8.00 purchase

•
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Orlando (Jim Heisinger) and
Rosalind (Suzanne
O'Donnell) engage in a
lively exchange. (dehoog/future)

AS YOU LIKE IT
FROM PAGE F1
under the stars that is appealing; perhaps comforting is the
better word, reminiscent of the days when these plays were
performed in the streets or at the open-aired Globe Theater
of 16th-century London. Both of the shows this season are
must-see.
The shows run on a rotating repertory through May 2,
with tickets ranging from $5 to $25. UCF students can call
for tickets discounted 20 percent for the shows on April 14
and 15 at 841-978 7, or present a UCF student I.D. at the
box office on those nights.
• francis j allman
opinion editor

New albums abound
A journey to the record store
Rap It Up - Rap fans are
last week brought about some
having a particularly difficult time
keeping up with all the new masobering revelations. First of all,
there are far too many back catajar rap releases. Try to keep up
log items I want. At this point, it
with ::·.!I these new albums ... Icewould be nearly impossible for
T's Home Invasion, LL: Cool J's
metocatchuponthelikesofled
14 Shots To The Dome, P.M.
Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, Frank
Dawn's The Bliss Album,
Zappa and George Clinton. The
NaughtyByNature's 1.9Naughty
number of albums required to
3, Basehead's Not In Kansas
completeanyofthosecollections
Anymore, Arrested Developwould pretty much consume my
ment's Unplugged and 2Pac's
Only For My N.l.G.G.A.Z.
money and time. For now, I'll
just have to settle for a few ,,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.
It's
0 n Iy

_::~~1I:~~:f~f~;:<~l>~fil~~Ni~~:~2f:

in the pasttwo months, 'J i,S I D E£[" selves: Take a look at
,more new albums have
{U~~qrHJ,,,
Lenny Kravitz, Living
'been released than the recordColour, Van Halen, Depeche
,buying public can possibly
Mode and Sting.
"handle. Even as a critic, the last
In the above little mentions,
few weeks have been almost a
there are a total of 17 albums
·dizzying stream of grab a new
that all recently landed i_n your
· CD, review it, grab another new
local record s'tore. Sure is a lot
CD, review it ... and so on. So
to chose from, and I don't want
here, for the people short on
to scare you, but there is plenty
trme and money, is a quick runmore new music on the way.
down of what is now, or soon to
In The Coming Months·
be, available.
Bell Biv Devoe, World Party',
Old But New - Under this
Terence Trent D'arby, U2,
category falls new albums from
Aerosmith, Chris lssak, Bryan
old rockers. For instance, Mick
Ferry, The Kinks and more.
Jagger, who released the excellfonly I could listen to that much
lent Wandering Spirit. Also trying
music ... then again, if only I could
to keep the music flame alive this
afford to buy that much music ...
record season are Paul
• david j shoulberg
McCartney, James Brown, David
staff writer
Bowie and the Coverdale/Page.

~JVitflu
at Crazy Wings

After 11 PM pitchers

THURSDAYS:

$3 .50 for everyone

Ladies drink FREE
Bud & Bud Light Draft from
9 - 11 PM

• No cheap beer
• No small cups

LIVE REGGAE BAND
Dean & University 677-1004

•

'
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Writers Wanted.
We are looking for students interested in sharpening
their writing skills in all areas:
news • features • sports
All students welcome.
Call 823-6397 for further information .

i " .. _ • • -
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SPORTS BRIEFS
WOMEN'S GOLF
This weekend the UCF
women's golf team traveled to
the University of Miami and
placed fourth in the Ryder/
Florida Golf Championship.
Eleven schools competed in
the event. The highlight of the
weekend for the Knights was
the play of Kristen Putm~.
Putman finished fifth in a field
of56 women and captured Allstate honors as the only
Knight on the All-State team.
Putman chased the field by
rebounding from a first-round
78 with two final rounds of 73
and 72, respe~tively.
Other finishers for UCF
were Connie Masterson
(eighth), Mary Shupe (14th),
Brooke Grant (28th) and Kim
Millar (36th).

RESERVE

OFFICERS' TRAINING

We can help
you find

CORPS

MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE

SUMMER SCHOOL
FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY
TOTBE TOP.

1

If you didn't sign up for

ROTC as a freshman or
sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classrna te s by attending
Army ROTC Camp
, Challenge, a paid six·
week summer course
in leadership training.

~

All undergraduate and graduate
students are eligible for financial aid.

..

GET MONEY FOR NEXT SEMESTER NOW!

By the time you have
graduated from college,
you'll have the creden·
tials of an Army
officer. You '11 also
have the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succee,d in
college and beyond.

Put your mind at ease.
Call

426-5509

or Brevard

633-9808

24 hoursn days toll free or write to:

· ·ARMYROTC
THE SMllRTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CANTAKE.

MEN'S TENNIS
The UCF men's tennis team
capped of a tremendously sue- :
cessful regular season with a
7-2 drubbing of The Citadel
Monday. Singles matches
were the key to victory as the
Knights took five of six by a
cumulative score·of 66-22. The
Knights now tum their attention towards the Trans
America Athletic Conference
tournament at S~tson University next Thursday through
Saturday.

CP'.f Angel A. Me>iales
823-2430

Please include your phone number

,:

- Compiled by Scott
Ginchereau

;

-~
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REGISTER TO WIN $500
COME SEE THE NEW SATURN April 13-14 - 9 am to 3 pm · Bookstore Green in association with UCF Campus Activities Board
COME TAKE A TEST DRIVE AT Saturn of Orlando 670 North Highway 17 & 92, Orlando, FL 32809 (407)767-2022

f

Hey, Lady Knights!
The UCF Women's
Rugby Club is now
training rookies for its
April 24 home game.
Interested? Call Jenny
or Savannah at The
Central Florida Future,
823-6397. No experience necessary; just a
desire to play hard and
have fun.
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Subs
Salads
tJ!!fi!l4XEl.
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FREE 6" SUB

BuyOne6"SubAndGetOneot
Equa!OrLesserValueFREE
With Purchase of Medium Drink
Offer Expires 4{j(J/93 Not valid with my other
discountoffcr.Notvalidwithdcliveryorden.

I
I

&
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I
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I 12251 Un1vers1ty Blvd. I

I
I
I

L;:·::.::_""'.:,".:,"'_:=;....J

Across from UCF Next to
UC6 Cinema
·
Ah d
Pi k U
Phone
ea For c - p

281-1007

I
I
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FREE 6" SUB

BuyOne6"SubAndGetOneOf
Equa/OrLesserVa/ueFREE
With Purchase of Medium Drink
Offer Expires 4(3(J/93 Not valid wilh any other

~~toff~.Notvalidwithdclivcryordcn.
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Jenny and Trace debate WWF pros and cons
Jenny Duncanson

call themselves the Beverly Brothers
doing battle with some other pair of
bulked-up pretty boys. This match even
featured two midgets engaging in a
variety of stunts, which included biting. Yes, biting. True entertainment.
I've decided against knocking television wrestling as another example of
the sad state of our modern society.
Why? Well, my great-grandmother
watched this type of wrestling on the
tube every Saturday night. She loved it
and so
millions of people. Many
people are shelling out big bucks tQ fill
arenas across the country for a look at
on~ of America's favorite events. It's
now an appointment program for some,
with the USA cable network offering
extensive coverage.
So, what's my beef? Well, TV wrestling is just not for me and furthermore, it's insulting. I don't understand
how people can talk about these idiots
the day after the big television match
just like they do for Orlando Magic
games.
They're actors, for crying out loud!
Not very good ~ctors, but actors nonetheless.
Quit taking it so seriously, people.
It's not sport, it's bubble gum for the
mind. Well, Tommy and Ski and all of
you other wrestling fanatics, I'm tired
of this fluff topic. My advice: Get a life
or enjoy the comedic displays of midget
wrestlers, the Beverly Hills Brothers
or whatever they call themselves. Just
don't tell me about it.
Have a nice weekend and a good
week ahead. Until next week, remember - the sports beat goes on!

i

OFFSIDES
I want to apologize. I'm sorry. So
sorry. I try to control him but I just
can't.
And I know this time he has truly
gone too far. And I am sorry for subjecting you to the outrageous rantings of
• my partner in crime, Mr. Trivial Trylko.
I realize that he has strong opinions
(as ridiculous as they are), and I acknowledge his right to voice these
views, but the line really needs to be
drawn.
Leave the World Wrestling Federation out of this.
,
Okay Trivial, so you don't like car
~ racing.No problem, don't watch it. And
while we are at it, stop picking on the
people who do enjoy that sport.
You have no right to stand in judg• ment of the millions of Americans who
sit in front of their televisions on the
weekend to take in some body-abuse action.
Hey, if you have something better to
do on the weekends (like, say, watching reruns of your Chicago Cubs losing
their season opener), then fine.
But,. for those people who like to
.,_thrash around their living rooms
screaming obscenities and absurdities
at the scantily clad, soap opera rejected actors who provide entertainment for America (notice my lack of the
term 'quality' entertainment)they have
the basic human right to amuse them- selves in any manner they choose.

Granted, I do not watch the sport,
but there is a lot to be said for people
·who can climb up on the ropes, launch
themselves into the air and gracefully
land on the opposition without actually hurting either participant. And
the fact they can make it look somewhat real is impressive.
It takes a great deal of training and
athletic acting ability to pull off such
incredible feats of brutal fakery.
Now, all of this creates a world of
good, clean family fun. And if you're
opposed to families enjoying an afternoon offake blood and rippling muscles,
then don't watch.
Or, just get off your high horse and
plop down on the couch, learn to relax
and give it a chance.
You never know, Trivial, you j:ust
mjght be entertained. You should t~ne
in to see who wants to kill whom, and
whose making allegiances with whom
and who is stealing who's trainer.
Stand and cheer, World Wrestling
fans, and relax on the weekend. Enjoy
your pastime and show Mr. Trivial
Trylko what you really think of him
and his opinions.

---,

do

Trace Trylko
OFFICIAL WORD
No, we have not run out of column
ideas. But, it sure looks like we have. I'm
a bit embarassed we're devoting this
much space to something so ludicrous.
But, our readers have spoken, so
we've finally decided to discuss the
legitimacy of the TV gimmicky antics
of the World Wrestling Federation.
My apologies to those of you who
practice or watch legitimate wrestling.
The TV counterpart is by far, no match.
And, without a doubt, it is not a sport.
Heck, even auto racing is closer to
sports than this goon-filled entertainment extravaganza;
How did I get dragged into the great
wrestling debate? Well, I'd like to thank
two of my favorite people, Tommy and
Ski. These unabashed Hulk Hogan admirers have been on my case all year to
devote precious sports section space to
this mindless, cartoonish violence.
Heck, Ski even forced me to watch
several minutes of some morons who
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without control, he settled
down and gave up only one
walk and struck out seven.

DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
. DISCOUNTED SOFTWARES, AS LOW AS U.2.2

.Bring Friends ...
Roommates .. ~
.and .Money!!!
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LASER GAME HITS TOWN
~
3855 East
Opposite

J

the Af.AC
Fashion
Village 8
-theatre.

Your choice of a special graduation
lunch buffet or Peppino's dinner menu

Serving dinner between
5:00 PM and 10:30 PM

Q

Colonial
Drive
Reservations
895-8291

SERIOUS FUN WITH A LASER GUN ·

Parties of 6 or more please call 365-4774 for reservations.
Complimentary piece of chocolate mousse
with meal for Spring '93 UCF Grads

$25

towunlyourmovo
when you move into nny
apartment conunwlity
1 wo have rclorrod to you
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(l·ZAR·: THE LIVE ACTION

I Serving lunch between 11: AM - 3:00 PM

000 000 000- 0 6 2
100 000 OOX-14 0

Pitchers: FAU-Holley, L3-1 and
Lewis. UCF-Cozart, W 2-0,
Schlutt and Loubier. Hitters:
FAU-0' Brien 3-4, Spink 1-2.
UCF- Marrillia 2-4, Angulo 1-3.
Records: FAU-26-8. UCF-18-21.

11%PIYD1iKS ll)Obile repair service -

10% student discount on rogular ·merchandise with UCF ID

UCF 1, Florida Atlantic 0

'1!I09 K Colonial I>1i\·o • Orlando • (407) 895-0800
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American at UCF. She led the
United St.ates women's soccer
team to the World Championshipin1991, winningtheGolden
Boot as the tournament's leading goal scorer.
Kim Vieira has been the
head soccer coach and an assistant professor of physical
education at Hollins College
in Roanoke, Va. since 1988.
According to McDowell, the
four remaining applicants will
be interviewed shortly and the
new coaches for each team will
be named by the end of April.
Meanwhile, the concentration
forbothsoccerteams' springpractices has been conditioning.
Both t.eams are wrapping up
their exhibition seasons with the
Rollins 6 on 6 tournament this
weekend Practice will continue
for another month.
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UCF coasts to a 1-0 win over the mue Wave
by Alan Byrd
STAFF REPORTER

Gabby Angulo (26) clowns around before UCF's game with Florida Atlantic
Monday nigfll. The:_Diamond Knights beat the Blue Wave, 1-0. (OeHoog/FUTURE)

Despite only getting four
hits, the UCFDiamondKrnghts
beat the Florida Atlantic Blue
Wave, 1-0, at the UCF Baseball Complex Monday night.
The only UCF (18-21) run
came in the first inning. With
one out, catcher Scott Loubier
was walked. Center fielder
Tony Marrilha popped a single
an'd Loubier advanced to third
on an error by FAU pitcher Tim
Holley.
After a pop-up by first
baseman Gabby Angulo, designated hitter Todd Tocco was
hit by a pitch, loading the bases.
Continuing his inability to find
the strike zone, Holley walked
in the winning run by putting
leftfielder Alex Morales on first.
The -run would be all the
Knights would need. Starting

pitcher Craig Cozart (2-0) scattered six hits over seven innings
pitched. He struck out five and
didn't allow a runnerpast second
after the first inning. After surrenderinga lead-offsingle, Cozart
retired the next seven batters
before allowing two hits in the
third.
''The highlight was that we
shut them down," head coach
Jay Bergman said. "It doesn't
matter how many runs you score
if you shut them out."
Jason Schlutt came on in relief and recorded his third save.
He got the first batter to hit into
a double play to end the eighth
and struck out two in the ninth.
Holley pitched the complete
game, but got the loss. He held
UCF to no more than one hit in
an inning. After his first inning
without control, he settled down
BASEBALL continued page 11

UCF'Wins Southern Coriference

wateISkiing championship
by Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

After an undefeated season the UCF waterski team
did what came naturally they won the S01.1:them Conference Championships April
3-4 in Destin, Fla.
"We were pretty confident,"
said Jennifer Skeldon,
women'steamcaptian. "There
was a lot more competition
from other schools. But we're
just gonna keep doing what
- were doing." ·
And, what they are doing is
winning. Doug Ross and Ken
Autore took first and second
place, respectively, in the

men's slalom. Team members women took first place o·v erall,
Dan Rini, John Ginter, Robin defeating teams like Florida
Finlayson, Conrad Schaefer State University, Rollins Coland Todd Phillips all turned in lege, Eckerd College and the
solid performances to help the University of West Florida.
men take first overall.
Team members say coach
The women took second as a Gary Eaton deserves praise for
team. This is a big achieve- leading the team to several
ment, ·considering UCF only Southern and NationalChamhad three women competing pionship titles.
·against schools with squads of
"Gary deserves a lot of credit
five to seven women. The Lady in our victory," Skelton said.
Knights have been plagued by - "In~the tim~ he has heen our
injuries this season.
coach, he has made this team
Skedon and Liz Lambert the champions that we are.
placed first and second, re spec- And he doesn't even get paid."
tively, in the women's slalom.
The team takesahiatusforthe
Ashley Funderburke took sec- summ~r, but is beginning to re:ond in the jump event.
cruit for fall. Anyone interested
Combined, the men and should call 823-5910.

Scott Muhlhan (30) greets Gabby Angulo (26} dur..
ing a recent Knights victory. (Dehoog1FuruREJ

Lightning kiss the blues Familiar names highlight
pared down ~cer coaching list
good-bye, tie St. Louis
by Andrew Varnon

Competitive, aggressive Tampa Bay
took an early 1-0 lead when Jason
LeFreniere pushed the puck into the
SOUND OF LIGHTNING net at the 6:21 mark of the second
period.
In sports, you've probably heard the
The Blues skated right back and
expression, a tie is like kissing your evened the score at 1-1 with less than
sister. However, lately for the Tampa four minutes left in the second.
Rookie defenseman Roman Hamrlik
Bay Lightning, a tie is about as close to
victory as they can get. Every point in put the Bolts ahead 2-1 with his fifth
the standings down the stretch in goal of the season in the third period.
Tampa's first season in the NHL is a However, the Blues scored with 9:04
remaining in the final period and forced
great morale boost.
The Lightning skated to a 2-2 tie the extra session. Lightning goalie J.C.
with the St. Louis Blues Tuesday at Bergeron recorded 30 saves on the
the Expo Hall in Tampa. The tie hurts evening and kept the Blues out of the
the Blues, who are only one point ahead net in overtime. Tampa Bay was unof Minnesota for the final playoff spot able to score in overtime and skated
in the Norris Division. The Bolts upped away with the tie.
The Lightning will return to the ice
their point total to 50, better than only
theSanJoseSharksandOttawaSena- tonight at home versus Detroit. Saturtors. But, these two expansion squads day afternoon, the Lightning conclude
have combined for only 44 points this their home schedule versus Chicago.
season.
Face-off is at 1 :35 p.m.

Trace Trylko
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The UCF soccer teams are in their
spring seasons under interim coaches
Roby Stahl and Michelle Akers-Stahl.
Meanwhile, a search committee for a
new soccer coach, directed by Dr. William Callarman, UCF's faculty representative to the NCAA, has compiled its
recommendations for Athletic Director
Gene McDowell.
According to Callarman, there were
70 applicants in the initial field for the
two coaching positions. Monday, McDowell announced the field of applicants has

been narrowed to four - Stahl and Bob
Winch for the men's coach and AkersStahl and Kim Vieira for the women's
position.
Bob Winch is the top men's assistant
coach at Clemson University. He has six
years of college coaching experience.
Stahl is the former head men's soccer
coach for the Tyresso Football Federation, a professional team in the Swedish
second division in Stockholm. He is also
the director ofthe Post-To-Post Training
Centers, which run youth soccer camps.
Akers-Stahl is a former four-time AllSOCCER continued page 11

FRIDAY- Baseball DH vs. Stetson 7 p.m.
Women's Golf Azalea

WHAT'S
THURSDAY- Men's tennis Trans
America Athletic
Conference tourney @
Stetson through Sat.

Invitational @Wilmington,
N.C.
WEDNESDAY- Baseball vs. South
Florida 7 p. m.
SA'I1JRDAY- Crew meet@ Lk. Pickett
Orlando, Fla.
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